Abstract Motion of a large-field pattern elicits short-latency ocular following responses (OFR) in the monkey, which are mediated at least in part by the medial superior temporal area of the cortex (MST). The magnitude of the OFR is known to be inversely related to viewing distance, and we investigated the dependence of OFR and the associated neuronal activity in the MST on a major cue to viewing distance, ocular vergence, in alert monkeys (Macaca fuscata). The vergence angle, expressed in terms of the apparent viewing distance, ranged from infinity to 16.6 cm (0± 6 m 1 ). The magnitude of the initial OFR increased monotonically with increases in convergence at a mean (SD) rate of 19.64.5%/m 1 in four monkeys (over the range 0±4 m 1 ). In two monkeys, we recorded the single unit activity of 160 MST neurons that responded to motion of a large-field pattern with directional selectivity. The mean latency (SD) of the MST discharges elicited by large-field motion was 507.5 ms (n=115), which preceded the onset of OFR by an average of 109.9 ms. The discharge modulation elicited by large-field motion showed a significant dependence on vergence in 91/160 neurons (57%), 72 of which (79%) increased their firing rate with increasing convergence (ªnearº neurons), and the remainder increasing their firing rate with decreasing convergence (ªfarº neurons). However, on average, the sensivity of these MST neurons to vergence was only about 30% of that shown by the OFR. It could be that only those neurons that are very sensitive to vergence angle contribute to the OFR, but it is also possible that much of the modulation of OFR with vergence occurs downstream from the MST or in alternative pathways (yet to be discovered) that contribute to OFR.
Introduction
Motion of the observer tends to cause retinal image motion, which can compromise good vision, and a number of mechanisms exist to generate eye movements that help to compensate for the observer's motion. Our concern here is with recently-discovered mechanisms that compensate for translational disturbances of the observer of ultra-short latencies. These include the translational vestibulo-ocular reflex (TVOR), which has a latency of`20 ms (Bush and Miles 1996) , and visual tracking mechanisms, which respond in`60 ms in monkeys and`80 ms in humans (Miles et al. 1986; Gellman et al. 1990) . A characteristic of translational disturbances in gaze is that they influence retinal images inversely proportional to the viewing distance, and, in accordance with this geometrical imperative, the gain of the open-loop TVOR is inversely proportional to the distance to the plane of fixation (Paige 1989; Schwarz et al. 1989; Schwarz and Miles 1991; Bush and Miles 1996; Gianna et al. 1997 ). More intriguing, however, is the finding that the early ocular following responses (OFR) elicited by sudden movements of large-field visual stimuli share this dependence on proximity, even when precautions are taken to ensure that the retinal stimulus does not change with distance (Busettini et al. 1991 (Busettini et al. , 1994 . This latter finding was taken to indicate that these visual and vestibular reflexes function synergistically and share the central pathways, whose efficacy modulates with viewing distance. Recent experiments indicate that, despite their ultra-short latency, the earliest OFR are sensitive to binocular disparity, responding preferentially to the motion of images occupying corresponding locations on the two retinas, that is, in the plane of fixation (Busettini et al. 1996) . Such a mechanism has obvious utility during translational disturbances, helping to single out images in the plane of fixation and ignore images that are nearer or farther (motion parallax).
Our concern here is with the neural basis of OFR's dependence on viewing distance, a necessary first step being to locate the region where the changes in neural transmission underlying this dependence take place. That OFR are sensitive to disparity indicates that they are cortically mediated, and studies on monkeys involving lesions and single-unit recordings have shown that at least part of the pathway includes the medial superior temporal (MST) area in the cerebral cortex and its projection to the ventral paraflocculus of the cerebellum via the dorsolateral pontine nucleus (Kawano et al. 1992 (Kawano et al. , 1994 Shidara and Kawano 1993) . The sensitivity of MST neurons to motion in depth (Sakata et al. 1980 (Sakata et al. , 1983 and to binocular disparity (Roy et al. 1992 ) indicated their involvement with depth mechanisms, so that we chose to start our search for the origin of OFR's dependence on viewing distance in the MST. Because of the technical problems associated with altering the physical viewing distance while recording single neurons, we opted to manipulate only one of the cues to absolute viewing distance ± vergence eye position. Previous studies with wedge prisms have indicated that the gain of OFR is sensitive to both the vergence angle of the eyes and the subject's state of accommodation (Busettini et al. 1991) , but no parametric studies have been done. We here report that OFR is very sensitive to the vergence angle of the two eyes, but that the associated activity of MST neurons is much less so. Preliminary results have been reported previously (Inoue et al. 1996; Kawano et al. 1997 ).
Materials and methods
Many of the methods have been described previously (Kawano et al. 1992 (Kawano et al. , 1994 , and these will only be described in brief here.
Animal preparation
We collected the behavioral data, concerning the dependence of OFR on vergence, from four alert adolescent Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata), weighing 6±9 kg, and two of these were subsequently used for the MST recordings. All of these animals had been previously trained to fixate small target spots on a tangent screen to obtain a fluid reward (Wurtz 1969) .
Under pentobarbital sodium anesthesia and aseptic conditions, each monkey was fitted with a head holder to allow the head to be fixed in the standard stereotaxic position, and two of the monkeys were also fitted with a cylinder for single-cell recordings in the MST. Scleral search coils for recording eye movements were implanted around both eyes using the technique of Judge et al. (1980) . All experimental protocols were approved by the Electrotechnical Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral paradigms and visual stimuli
The dichoptic viewing arrangements illustrated in Fig. 1 were used to adjust the vergence angle of the two eyes prior to presentation of the OFR stimulus. The animal faced a large (114114 cm), translucent tangent screen (viewing distance 50 cm) made of material that retains polarization (Yamaboshi, Tokyo). Two identical, random dot patterns were back-projected onto the screen. Orthogonal polarizing filters in front of each eye and in the two projection paths ensured that each of the two eyes saw only one of the patterns. Mirror galvanometers in an X/Y configuration were used to control the horizontal and vertical positions of the two patterns. The smallest dots in the patterns subtended $1 of arc, and the luminance ranged from 0.50 cd/m 2 (white dots) to 0.05 cd/m 2 (black background areas), which was somewhat lower than in previous studies because of the polarizing filters. At the beginning of each trial, the two patterns appeared on the screen in register (creating a single binocular image in the plane of the screen) for 150 ms. The image seen by the left eye was then slowly (3/sec) moved leftward or rightward until the binocular image was located at one of the following distances from the animal: infinity, 100 cm, 50 cm (the plane of the screen, thus requiring no movement of the image), 33 cm, 25 cm, 20 cm, 16.6 cm (or, expressed in reciprocal meters: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 m 1 ). [Note: The change in the convergence angle (a, in degrees) is given by the following expression:
where d is the interpupillary distance (cm), and x is the distance to the new convergence plane (cm); 2tan 1 (d/2x) is the convergence angle when the animal is converged on a plane x cm away, and 2tan
±1
(d/100) is the convergence angle when the animal is converged on the screen. The interpupillary distance was 3.2 cm for monkeys 1±3, and 3.0 cm for monkey 4.] After a further 150 ms to ensure that the monkey had achieved the desired vergence angle, a polarized light-emitting diode (LED) spot, visible only to the right eye, was projected onto the screen 10 right of center (0.4 in diam- Fig. 1 Diagram of the optical arrangements. Two identical images were back-projected onto the screen from two projectors, A and B. Crossed polarizers in the projection paths ensured that each eye saw only one of the patterns, and mirror galvanometers were used to control the horizontal and vertical positions of the images. Changes in vergence state were induced by moving the left image horizontally eter). After the animal had fixated it for a required period, which was varied randomly (500±1000 ms), the spot was extinguished and replaced by a similar one at the center of the screen. The animal was required to make a saccade to this new target, which was extinguished before the eyes arrived at the center of the screen, and then, 50 ms (in some cases, 100±250 ms) later, both patterns were moved together at a constant velocity (conjugate ramp) for 150 ms to elicit OFR. At this point, the screen was blanked for a period of 500 ms and the animal received a fluid reward, signaling the end of that trial.
Moving the pattern seen by the left eye at the start of each trial in order to achieve the appropriate level of convergence was reasonably successful much of the time, but not always: see Fig. 2 , which plots the measured vergence angle (averaged over the 40-ms time period starting at the onset of the stimulus ramps used to elicit OFR) against the desired vergence angle for all 4 monkeys. Monkey 3, in particular, gave especially poor responses to stimuli requiring convergence in front of the screen. Even relatively small vergence errors introduce a serious complication, because OFR is known to be very sensitive to binocular disparity (Busettini et al. 1996) . After the experiment, we discarded data (on a trial-by-trial basis) when vergence errors were estimated to exceed 0.5 degrees.
Single-cell recording in MST A hydraulic microdrive (Narishige Mo-95) was mounted on the recording cylinder and used to introduce glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes into the MST for single-cell recordings. We selectively isolated putative OFR neurons (that is, neurons that discharged in response to large-field motions with directional selectivity) with the two projected patterns in register, so that their binocular image was in the plane of the screen. We first determined the directional preference of the neuron using ramp stimuli moving in each of eight directions (at 45 intervals), and then determined the speed preference using stimuli moving in the optimal direction at speeds ranging from 10 to 160/s. Finally, the stimulus ramps that were optimal for activating the neuron (in terms of speed and direction) were used to determine the neuron's sensitivity to vergence by slowly adjusting the horizontal disparity of the two patterns to one of three levels (0, 2, 4 m 1 , randomized sequence) at the start of each trial as described above.
Data collection and analysis
The presentation of stimuli and the collection, storage, and display of data were controlled by two personal computers (NEC PC9821). Eye movements were monitored using an electromagnetic induction technique (Fuchs and Robinson 1966) . Voltage signals encoding the horizontal and vertical components of eye position and their time derivatives (obtained by hardware differentiation), together with mirror velocity, were digitized to a resolution of 12 bits, sampled at 500 Hz. Neuronal activity was recorded using standard extracellular techniques. A time-amplitude window discriminator was used to detect spikes with a resolution of 1 ms. All data were stored and transferred to a work station (SunSparc) for analysis. Eye-velocity data were averaged and differentiated to yield eye-acceleration profiles. These data were used to estimate the latency of OFR, defined as the period from stimulus onset to the time when eye acceleration first exceeded 100/s 2 (Miles et al. 1986 ). As to the neuronal response, standard peristimulus time-histograms (1 ms bin) were constructed, computing a spike-density function by convolving each spike with a Gaussian pulse, whose standard sigma was 3 ms (Richmond et al. 1987) . These data were used to estimate the latency of the neuronal response using two criteria, both of which had to be met: (1) the spike-density function must exceed (by 1 SD) the mean value measured during the 100-ms pre-response period starting 65 ms before stimulus onset, and (2) the peristimulus-time histogram must exceed (by 2 SD) the mean value measured during the same pre-response period. To estimate the dependence of the initial OFR and OFR-related discharges in the MST on vergence, the eye velocity and the discharge rate of the neuron were averaged over the time periods 60±100 ms and 50±90 ms, respectively, measured from stimulus onset.
Histology
A few days before the end of single unit recordings, one or two electrolytic lesions (10 A, 30 sec) were made in each hemisphere along electrode penetrations that had been previously studied. At the end of the experiments, monkeys were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and were perfused through the heart with saline followed by 10% formalin. Frozen sections were cut at 50 m in the sagittal plane, mounted on microscope slides, and stained with cresyl violet for cell bodies and with a modified silver stain for myelinated fibers (Gallyas 1979) . Electrode tracks were reconstructed using the electrolytic lesions and the successive changes in noise levels during unit-recording to indicate the cellular and fiber layers. For each monkey, the superior temporal sulcus (STS) was displayed as an unfolded map according to the method of van Essen and Maunsell (1981) . The location of each neuron was plotted on the unfolded map by projecting them onto layer IV of the cortex.
Results

Ocular following: dependence on vergence
Before attempting any single-unit recordings, we first determined the sensitivity of OFR to the convergence angle of the two eyes. Movements of a large-field image elicited OFR at short-latency as previously reported by Miles et al. (1986) , and these showed clear dependence on ocular convergence. Figure 3 shows the averaged eye-velocity response profiles of four monkeys elicited by the motion of a large-field image when animals converged on image planes at 4 m 1 (near-viewing state, dotted line), 2 m 1 (on the screen, continuous line), and 0 m 1 (farviewing state, dashed line). In agreement with the findings of Busettini et al. (1991) , the amplitude of the OFR increased with increasing convergence, with little if any effect on the latency of OFR (mean latency=60 ms; n=4 monkeys). This meant that the dependence of OFR on vergence could be quantified using our standard response measures based on sampling the changes in eye position at a fixed time interval after the onset of the stimulus ramps (60±100 ms). These quantitative estimates were normalized and plotted against the level of convergence expressed in reciprocal meters: see the closed symbols in Fig. 4. (Monkey 3 failed to convergence on the plane at 5 and 6 m 1 , as shown in Fig. 2 , hence these data are omitted.) The curves for all four monkeys indicate that OFR increased monotonically with convergence angle, all curves showing some degree of upward convexity and tending to saturate at higher levels of convergence. This convexity or saturation was unlikely to be due to the binocular disparity deriving from vergence error (Busettini et al. 1996) , because the (absolute) vergence error showed little dependence on the vergence angle: see open symbols in Fig. 4 . Single-unit recordings were subsequently undertaken in monkeys 2 and 4 using convergence stimuli in the range 0±4 m 
Recording sites
Electrode penetrations directed at the superior temporal sulcus (STS) in four hemispheres of two monkeys (2 and 4) yielded neurons that discharged in association with the moving large-field stimuli that elicit OFR at short latency and showed strong directional preferences. Based on reconstructions of the recording tracks with the help of marking lesions, 195 neurons with activity related to OFR were identified in the STS: 160 were localized in the MST, 33 in the MT, and 2 outside these areas. The OFR-related neurons were distributed evently throughout the anterior and posterior bank of the STS, a common finding in all four hemispheres. The data obtained from the MST and MT will be described separately.
MST neurons: OFR-related activity and its dependence on vergence
The neuronal activity in MST associated with OFR was in all essentials similar that previously reported, showing strong directional preference (with all 8 cardinal directions being represented), a preference for high speeds, and an early onset, often preceding the earliest OFR (Kawano et al. 1994) . Sample data from a typical neuron can be seen in Fig. 5 , which shows the responses to repeated ramp movements of the large-field pattern that were optimal for activating this neuron: 80/s downward. The neuron showed a brisk increase in discharge rate commencing 49 ms after stimulus onset and reached a peak in about 10 ms, before declining slowly back towards the baseline rate. In this example, the neuronal discharge preceded the earliest OFR by about 9 ms. The OFR-related activity in MST neurons showed dependence on convergence in more than half of the cells, but this was generally much weaker than the dependence shown by the OFR. Examples of two MST neurons, whose initial OFR-discharges were sensitive to vergence, are shown in Fig. 6 . The neuron in Fig. 6A ). The neuron in Fig. 6B showed the reverse tendency. Convergence had no obvious effects on the initial baseline discharge rates, onset latencies, or the initial rising phase of the discharge profiles. The sensitivity of the early OFR-related discharges to convergence was assessed by averaging the firing rate of each neuron over the 40-ms time period starting 50 ms from stimulus onset for multiple presentations of the stimulus when the monkey was converged at 4 m 1 (ªnearº-viewing condition) and 0 m 1 (ªfarº-viewing condition). Using these measures, the OFR-related activity of 57% (91/160) of the neurons significant dependence on convergence (Student's t-test, P`0.05), 79% of them (72/91) preferring ªnearº viewing (N group) and the remainder preferring ªfarº viewing (F group), as shown in Table 1 . To assess the magnitude of this dependence on convergence, we calculated a Modulation Index for each neuron defined as [(R near R far )/R min ]100%, where R near and R far are the mean firing rate with ªnearº viewing and ªfarº viewing, respectively. R min is the lesser of the two values, R near and R far , and the index is positive for neurons preferring ªnearº viewing and negative for neurons preferring ªfarº viewing. Figure 7 shows the distribution of these indices, 83% of which were within the range 50%. Eight neurons (6 of the N group and 2 of the F group) had indices exceeding 100%. Some neurons had very variable responses, which, even though their modulation index exceeded 20%, were not statistically significant (Student's t-test, Pb=0.05), and they were assigned to the NS group. The average modulation indices for neurons recorded from each of the 2 monkeys are listed in Table 1 , where they are grouped according to their dependence on vergence: N, F, and NS. The mean modulation index for all of the neurons displaying significant preference for near-viewing was 41.4% for monkey 2 and 46.0% for monkey 4. That the dependence on convergence was much weaker for the OFR-related discharges of MST neurons than for the OFR itself was clear from calculating the modulation index for the OFR, which was 207.5% for monkey 2 and 86.4% for monkey 4. Thus, on average, the index for the putative OFR-neurons in the MST was only 20% of that for the OFR in monkey 2 and 53% of that for the OFR in monkey 4 (average=29.7%). Eight of the MST neurons that had OFR-related discharges showing significant dependence on vergence were examined with more than one stimulus speed, and sample data for a typical neuron are shown in Fig. 8A . This figure plots the mean discharge rates achieved during OFR tests with stimuli of 80 and 40/s against the vergence angle. The effect of a change in speed on the OFR-related discharges was very similar at each vergence angle, resulting in a vertical shift of the curve. In view of this, it was not surprising than when the Modulation Index was used to assess this neuron's dependence on vergence, the dependence was weaker with the faster stimuli; see the circled datum point in Fig. 8B , which plots the modulation indices obtained with the faster stimuli against those obtained with the slower stimuli for all eight neurons tested. A tendency for the indices to be lower for the faster stimuli was evident in five of the eight neurons, and the regression line in Fig. 8B has a slope of 0.36 (offset=9.41; r=0.88). When the sensitivity to convergence was assessed merely from the difference in discharge rate during OFR in the near and far conditions, there was often little dependence on speed (Fig. 8C) . In fact, if one outlier (tagged with an asterisk in Fig. 8) is omitted, the regression line for the remaining 7 neurons has a slope of 0.78 with an offset of 2.50 (r=0.88).
MST neurons: maintained activity and its dependence on vergence It was apparent from the mean discharge profiles that the maintained firing rates of some MST neurons were sensitive to convergence. This was investigated quantitatively in 141 neurons by calculating the mean firing rate over the 40-ms time period beginning 100 ms from the end of the centering saccade for each neuron during the control trials (when no OFR stimulus was delivered) in both the ªnearº-viewing state (4 m 1 ) and the ªfarº-viewing state (0 m ±1 ). Eighteen percent of the neurons (26/141) showed significantly different rates of discharge in the two conditions (Student's t-test, P`0.05), ten showing a higher rate of discharge with ªnearº viewing and the remaining sixteen showing the higher rate with ªfarº viewing ( Table 2 ). Note that the designation of a given neuron as N, F, or NS based on its maintained discharge rate did not always correspond with its classification based on its OFR-related discharges: see Table 2 .
MST neurons: response characteristics
The response properties of the MST neurons recorded in the present study were similar to those reported in a pre- : data obtained with faster stimuli (ordinate) plotted against those obtained with slower stimuli (8 MST neurons). Dashed line unity slope, continuous line linear regression, excluding neuron marked by asterisk (slope=0.78; offset=2.5; r=0.88); circled dots data for neurons shown in A vious study by Kawano et al. (1994) . Thus, directional preferences were distributed over all 8 cardinal directions (although a contralateral bias was evident), and preferred speeds were commonly high (often 80/s or more; Fig. 9 ). The 115 OFR-related neurons for which latency estimates were possible had a mean onset time (SD) of 50.07.5 ms, preceding the onset of OFR by an average of 10.49.9 ms. The distribution of response latencies was not significantly different among the three groups N, F, and NS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P`0.05).
MT neurons: OFR-related activity and its dependence on convergence Thirty-three neurons in the MT discharged in relation to OFR and were directionally selective. The OFR-related discharges of 20 of these neurons (61%) showed significant dependence on convergence, 15 being assigned to the N group and 5 to the F group. The mean (SD) modulation index for the N group was 52.8 (66.1)% and ofor the F group was 128.0 (157.2)%. However, on average, modulation indices for each of the groups were not significantly different from those for the corresponding groups of MST neurons (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P`0.05). Preferred directions were distributed in all 8 directions, and preferred speeds ranged slightly lower than for MST neurons: 10±160/s. The mean (SD) response latency of the 20 MT neurons for which an objective measurement was possible (initial eye acceleration b100/s 2 ) was 45.5 ms7.6 ms, which was not significantly different from that of MST neurons (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P`0.01). Only 2 of 28 (7%) MT neurons showed significantly different maintained rates of discharge in the near and far conditions (Student's t-test, P`0.05), one preferring near and the other far.
Discussion
OFR: Dependence on convergence
Previous studies have indicated that the amplitude of the initial OFR is dependent on the inverse of the viewing distance, even when care is taken to ensure that the retinal stimulation is always the same (Schwarz et al. 1989; Busettini et al. 1991) . Experiments with prisms suggested that the system derives its absolute distance cues at least in part from efference copy signals linked to vergence and accommodation, although the net modulation with viewing distance could not be fully accounted for by a simple sum of the two. It was therefore suggested that multiple distance cues, in addition to vergence and accommodation (e.g., size, overlay, perspective), might be involved. The present study was shown that the initial OFR are directly related to the convergence angle between the two eyes and, further, that the average sensitivity of OFR to convergence (19.6%/m 1 ) is comparable to the sensitivity of OFR to viewing distance (17%/m 1 ) previously reported by Busettini et al. (1991) . However, whereas plots of OFR against the reciprocal of the viewing distance were invariably highly linear, the plots of OFR against convergence in the presence study (when again expressed in terms of reciprocal distance) show varying degrees of upward convexity. One possible explanation arises from the recent finding that OFR is very sensitive to binocular disparity, being preferentially responsive to images moving in the immediate vicinity of the plane of fixation (Busettini et al. 1996) . Thus, if vergence errors were minimal when the binocular images were in register on the screen (requiring that the eyes converge on the screen), then OFR would be expected to be partially compromised when the binocular images required fixation nearer or farther than the screen, perhaps accounting for the upward curvature. However, we discarded data when the vergence error exceeded 0.5 and the residual vergence error in our experiments showed little dependence on vergence (see Fig. 4 ). We therefore conclude that the slight convexity of the curves in Fig. 4 to have resulted from binocular disparity secondary to vergence errors.
is unlikely
OFR-related discharges in MST: dependence on convergence Past studies of the cortical area MST have revealed direction-selective neurons, which discharge in response to the large-field motions used to elicit OFR and often early enough to have a role in generating the very earliest tracking eye movements (Kawano et al. 1994) . Strong support for this causal role comes from the finding that chemical lesions in the MST attenuate the earliest OFR (Shidara et al. 1991) . Response properties of the OFR-related neurons in the present study, such as the latency of onset and the preferences for direction and speed of the large-field motion, were similar to those reported in the previous study (Kawano et al. 1994) . We suggest that the MST neurons reported here are strong candidates for a role in the genesis of the earliest OFR. Fifty-seven percent of the MST neurons with OFR-related discharges showed significant dependence on convergence. For most of these neurons (79%), the amplitude of the OFR-related discharges increased with increased convergence and thus mirrored the dependence of OFR on vergence, although the sensitivity of these neurons to convergence was generally much weaker than that of the OFR. Thus, on average, the initial OFR were 147.0% greater when the monkeys were converged at 4 m 1 than when converged at 0 m 1 , whereas the changes in OFR-related discharges over this same vergence range averaged only 43.6%, which is only 29.7% of the change in OFR. Of course, it is possible that our comparison between behavior and spike count is overly simplistic.
The finding that the curves describing the dependence of OFR-related discharges on convergence merely undergo a vertical shift when speed is altered (see Fig. 8A ) cannot be explained by a model in which vergence merely modulates the gain of the OFR-related discharges. In such a model, the curves for different speeds (such as in Fig. 8A ) would be expected to show increasing (vertical) separation with increasing convergence, and this is generally not seen. However, the curves in Fig. 8A do not go through the origin, indicating that, like the OFR, OFR-related discharges had a substantial component that was sensitive to speed, but independent of vergence. The greater this component, the greater the tendency for curves like those in Fig. 8A to show a simple vertical shift when speed is changed, though one would still expect the higher curves to be somewhat steeper than the lower ones. One possibility is that there is some saturation in the vergence-dependent pathway to the MST neurons, which effectively reduces the slopes of the higher curves.
It is significant that the modulation of the OFR-related activity with vergence was often accomplished with minimal effects on the maintained rates of discharge. Indeed, when maintained rates did show dependence on convergence (18%), it was often in the opposite direction than the dependence of OFR-related discharges on convergence. Others have also reported neurons in the STS that are sensitive to viewing distance (Sakata et al. 1980 (Sakata et al. , 1983 . It is also known that some MST neurons are activated during smooth-pursuit eye movement, but we did not study the activity of any MST neurons during pursuit in the present study.
The source of the vergence information modulating the OFR-related discharges of some MST neurons is unclear. Our own recordings suggest the possibility that MST neurons inherit some or all of their dependence on vergence from the MT, which also contained neurons with OFR-related discharges similar to those classified as ªnearº and ªfarº in the MST. Neurons discharging in relation to the convergence angle have been recorded in the midbrain reticular formation just dorsal or dorsolateral to the oculomotor nucleus (Mays 1984; Judge and Cumming 1986; Zhang et al. 1992) and in the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (Gamlin and Clarke 1995) , but direct projections from these areas to the MT/MST have not been reported. Some neurons in the frontal eye fields discharge tonically in relation to the convergence angle (Gamlin et al. 1996) , and the STS is known to receive projections from area 8 in the frontal cortex (Leichnetz and Goldberg 1988; Stanton et al. 1995) .
That the dependence of OFR on convergence was generally much greater than that of the OFR-related discharges in the MST ± on average by a factor of more than three ± might mean that only the subset of MST neurons showing the requisite sensitivity to vergence actually contribute to OFR. In fact, based on our quantitative measures, only 8 neurons (9% of those sensitive to vergence) rivaled the OFR in their sensitivity to vergence (% modulation b100). Of course, it is also possible that further modulation with vergence occurs downstream of the MST or in alternative pathways (presently unknown) that contribute to OFR. However, if the modulation of OFR with vergence is largely secondary to changes in the TVOR pathway , as proposed elsewhere (Busettini et al. 1991) , then the site of the modulation is likely to be sub-cortical, because the distance-dependent TVOR responses have a latency of`20 ms (Bush and Miles 1996) . In fact, Purkinje cells in the ventral paraflocculus, which have been implicated in mediating the earliest OFR (Miles et al. 1986; Shidara and Kawano 1993) , have been shown to modulate their activity with viewing distance (Miles et al. 1980) .
